Abstract. Ergodic properties of smooth dynamical systems are considered. A point is called regular for an ergodic measure p if it is generic for p. and the Lyapunov exponents at it coincide with those of p.. We show that an ergodic measure with no zero Lyapunov exponent is absolutely continuous with respect to unstable foliation [L] if and only if the set of all points which are regular for it has positive Lebesgue measure.
Introduction
We consider a dynamical system generated by a C diffeomorphism / on a closed C manifold M. It is well known that the behavior of the points on M under the action of / is very complicated and chaotic in general and, sometimes, the orbits seem to be distributed in random way. This fact naturally leads us to the study of invariant probability measures which describe the asymptotic distribution of the orbits. Especially, we are interested in the (ergodic) measures which have attracting properties, that is, which describe the asymptotic distribution of the orbit for initial value sets with positive Lebesgue measure, because they will be observed in numerical experiments or some physical systems. The most important object in this direction is the class of measures which are called Sinai measures: invariant probability measures with no zero exponent which are absolutely continuous with respect to the unstable foliation (see [L] or §4 of this article). Ergodic Sinai measures are one generalization of the Gibbs measures on Axiom A attractors [B] . Ruelle discussed the importance of these measures in [R2] , and Ledrappier studied their ergodic properties (Bernoulli property, variational relation for entropy, etc.) extensively in [L] . An important property of these ergodic measures is the fact that the set of generic points for each of them has positive Lebesgue measure [L] . Then it is natural for us to ask the question whether this attracting property characterizes ergodic Sinai measures among ergodic measures with no zero exponent. In fact, it turns out to be false. But we show, in this paper, that a littler stronger attracting property characterize ergodic Sinai measures.
Let us call a point x e M is regular for an ergodic measure px if the following properties hold: Figure 1 (RI) x is generic for px , i.e., the sequence of measures (l/«)X)¿=o ^f(x) converges toward px in the sense of weak topology.
(R2) The (Lyapunov) exponents [O] at x coincide with those of px (the px-almost everywhere constant exponents).
The condition (Rl) clearly means that the asymptotic distribution of the orbit f'(x), i = 0, 1,2,..., is described by px and the second condition (R2) means that the asymptotic behavior of df on the tangent spaces along the orbit is regulated by px (cf. [O] ). We show the following theorems.
Theorem A. An ergodic measure p with no zero exponent is an ergodic Sinai measure (i.e. absolutely continuous with respect to the unstable foliation) if and only if the set of all points which are regular for p has positive Lebesgue measure. Theorem B. Let ¿% be the set of all points which are regular for ergodic measures with no zero exponent, then almost every point in ¿% (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) is regular for ergodic Sinai measures.
Remark that if we replace the condition 'regular' by 'generic', then either of the theorems is not true. The following simple but singular example shows that there exists, in general, no relation between the property of an invariant measure itself and positivity of the Lebesgue measure of the generic points for it.
Example. Let us consider a diffeomorphism on a sphere with a hyperbolic fixed point p of saddle type. Suppose that the stable manifold of p coincides with its unstable manifold ( Figure 1 ) and | detail < 1. Then every point sufficiently close to the stable manifold is generic for the point measure at the saddle point p, which is not a Sinai measure.
In the case when we remove the condition 'ergodic,' we get the following characterization of Sinai measures.
Theorem C. For an invariant measure p with no zero exponent, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) p is absolutely continuous with respect to the unstable foliation.
(2) For any Borel set X with p(X) > 0, the strongly stable set of X, WS(X) = {y e M\lims\xpn^+00(l/n)lo%d(fnx,fny) < 0 for some x e X), has positive Lebesgue measure.
In the course of the proof, we can get the following description for the supports of ergodic Sinai measures. This result is interesting when we compare it with some results of numerical experiments in which we can find 'strange attractors' on the closure of the unstable manifold of a hyperbolic fixed point.
(See [GH, p. 91] for example.) Proposition D. For each ergodic Sinai measure p, there exists a hyperbolic periodic point p with transversal homoclinic points such that supp(/z) = closure (Wu (o(p) 
where Ws(o(p)) and Wu(o(p) ) denote the stable and unstable manifold for the orbit of p, respectively. This paper proceeds as follows: In §2 and §3, we give some basic estimations and a little modification of known results in [P] , [Rl] and [PS] . In §4, we construct ergodic measures for which almost every point in âê are regular, and show that they are ergodic Sinai measures. We prove the main results at the end of §4.
Before we go into the proof, let us give some remarks on the notations. We will denote the set of nonnegative integer by Z+ . The symbol q> : X / Y means that tp is a mapping from a subset 3(f) of X to Y. For two mappings f: X / Y and g:Y/Z, go f: X / Z denotes the composition of / and g defined on 3(gof) = 3(f) nf'1 (3(g)). When /: X / Y is injective on 3¡(f), f~X denotes the inverse map defined on 3(f~x) = f(3(f)). The author would like to thank Professor Masahisa Adachi for his warm encouragment to this work.
Basic estimations
In this section, we collect some preparatory estimations for the behavior of the diffeomorphism on tangent spaces. We fix a Riemannian metric (•, -)x on M, and denote the corresponding norm and distance by || • \\x and d(-, •), respectively. We also fix a positive number £ G (0, 10 ) throughout this paper. First of all, let us introduce subsets A ¡ and i . (k e Z+, 0 < X < 10~ , 1 < /) which play important rolls in the study of measures with no zero exponent (cf. [PI] , [P2] , [K] ): A^ ¡ (resp. 1^ ¡) is the set of all points x G M at which there exists a decomposition of tangent space TxM = Ex®E" with dim.E* = k satisfying the following conditions (1), (2) and (3) for every zz G Z+ , m G Z (resp. every n e Z+ , m e Z+)
(1) \\df"u\\ < (I • exp(ex\m\)) • exp(-xn)\\u\\ for every uedfxEsx, (2) /(AÎ,/)U/-1(A^)cAÎ!,e;pta) «tó/^crí.^^.
(3) A , and TZ ¡ are compact sets.
(4) Ozz each A ¡, the subspaces Esx and E" are uniquely determined and depend on x continuously.
(5) Ozz each TZ ,, the subspace E* is uniquely determined and depends on x continuously.
The following important lemma is due to Pesin [PI] .
Lemma 2. Let y e M be a regular point (resp. forward regular point) in the sense of Oseledec's theorem (see [PI] for definitions) and the exponents X¡(y), i = 1,2, ... , dimAf satisfy, for x G (0, 10"1) and k eZ+, Xx(y) < X2(y) < ■■■< Xk(y) < -(1 + e)X < 0 < (1 + e)x <h+i(y)<---<*àùnM(y)> then y belongs to A ; (resp. Y ¡) for some / > 1.
For the points in the set ¿% , we have the following estimation. (R2), we can see that the point y is a forward regular point (cf. [O] ) and, from Lemma 2, y e T . for some / > 1. Let us fix a decomposition T M = Es ®EU in the definition of r* ,, and define functions ps, pu , py, Is, /" and ly : Z+ -> R by
and /z (zz) = (angle between dfnEs and dfnEu) lJ(n)= sup {pJ(n + k) • exp(-e(l -2e)xk)}, j = s,u,y.
k€Z+ Then we have, for R > 1,
In order to prove the proposition, we shall show, for some large R,
Put K = max{|log||i//»|| -log||t;|||| 0 ^ v e TxM, x G M} and r¡ = (l/5)(e(l -2e)x/2K) . From Lemma 2 and Oseledec's theorem [O] we have py(\J¡Ax ¡) = 1 and, therefore, we can take a number r > 1 so that py(A r) > l-ri2. Put m(p) = p ■ N0 . Then we have, for u e df"Es,
This implies (3) . Applying Lemma 4, we have m'({n e N|/(zz) < exp(4KN0)}) > 1 -5t] = 1 -(e(l -2e)x/2K)2.
Since /(zz + 1) < exp(A) • ps(n), we can see that, if /s(zz) > exp(4A^A0), there exists k eZ+ such that (l/zc)#({zz ,n + l,...,n + k-l}C\ {j\p(j) > txp(4KN0)}) > e(l -2e)X/2K . Again by Lemma 4, we have ™({n e Z+\ls(n) < exp(4KN0)}) > 1 -5(e(l -2e)x/2K) > 9/10. Similarly, we can show (2) j = u, y for sufficiently large R . D
Improvement of Lyapunov metric
In this section, we fix x € (0, 10~ ), k e Z+ and denote A ¡ = A¡, r; = r;, U/A; = A and |J/^ = T, simply. We define a measurable Riemannian metric (•, •)" on A, which is sometimes called Lyapunov metric, in the following way: for v¡ = v* + v" (v* eEsx, v" e E", i = 1, 2), (vl,v2) 
The corresponding norm we denote by || • ||". This metric has the following properties (cf. [PI] ):
(a') we have, for every ue Esx,
and, for every v e E" , exp((l -2e)X) < \\dfx(v)\\^x/\\v\\'x < exp (K) where K = max{|log||£//'(ü)|| -log||D||||r; G TxM, x e M}.
(b') on each A; (/> 1), (•, -)x depends on x continuously.
(c') (1/2)|| ■ ||x < ||.||^ < 4-/2.(l-exp(-2eZ)r1/2||;llx for x G A,.
From this metric || • ||", we construct another metric || • ||^. on A with the properties that enable us to apply the techniques for uniformly hyperbolic sets to the set A. Let us define a function / : A -> R by l(x) = min{/ > 1 \x e AJ .
Then it satisfies, for m G Z and x e A, l(fmx)<l(x)exp(ex\m\).
Lemma 5. There exists a function A : A -> R which is continuous on each A¡ (/ > 1) and satisfies, for every x e A and m e Z,
and A(fmx) < A(x) ■ exp(4ex|zzz|) where C is a constant.
Proof. Put Aj(x) = sup{||tz||"/||t;|| |tz G EJx-0} (j = s, u) and Äy(x) = (angle between Esx and E")~ . Then AJ(x)(j = s, u, y) is continuous on each Ay, and satisfies, for some constant C > 4, AJ(x) < (\fC/2)l(x). Put
Aj(x) = max{l, max{Í;'(/jc)exp(-2e^|A:|)| k e Z}} = max{l, max{i;/'(/x)exp(-2ex|/c|)| \k\ <log(Vcl(x))/eX}}, then A1 (x) is continuous on each A, and satisfies, for x e A and m e Z, Aj(fmx) < AJ(x) • exp(2ex\m\) and Aj(x) < AJ(x) < (\fC/2) ■ l(x). It is easy to check that the function A(x) = 4 ■ Ar(x) • max(As(x), Au(x)) satisfies all the conditions. D
We denote, by exp^ : Tx M / M, the exponential mapping at x e M defined on ^(exp^) = {v e TxM\ \\v\\ < r0} where r0 is the injectivity radius, and set fx = (exP,)"' °/° (expj: TxM / TfxM.
Since M is compact, we can find constants a = a(f) > 0 and ß = ß(f) > 0 satisfying the following conditions, for every x e M, Remark. Much the same type of metric can be found in Pugh and Shub's recent work [PS, 3.8] . But we give the proof of this proposition here because we need the continuous dependence of the metric || • ||^. on x (which is not stated in [PS] ) and because we will treat the metrics on the set F in the parallel way. The corresponding norm we denote by || • II" " ■ Then it has the following properties: (a") we have, for every u e df"(Esz), n > 0, exp(-K) < \\df(u)\\"zn+x/\\u\\ln < exp(-(l -2e)X) and, for every v e dfn((Es_)L), zz > 0, exp((l-2e)x) < \\df(u)\\"n+./\\u\\"Zyn<exp(K), (b") on each r; (/ > 1), (•, •)" 0 depends on z continuously.
(c") (1/2)|| .||y,z< || •|l",n<8/4-exp(2^zz).{l-exp(-4£/)}-1/2||.||r2 for z G T, and zz > 0.
The properties (a") and (b") can be checked easily. But, in this case, the property (c") is not so obvious. We prove it here. Let us fix a decomposition TzM = Esz® E" satisfying the conditions in the definition of Y¡. For any v e Tj-nzM (n > 0), we consider a decomposition v = vs + vts + vtu such that Vs, vts e dfn(Esz), vtu e df"(Euz) and vl = vts + v'u e dfn((Esf).
Then we have ||w'"|| <(siny(z, n)f[\\v\\ < (2/-exp(jB^«))||u||, \\vs + vts\\ < (21 • exp(e^«))||v|| and, for 0 < k < n , \\df~ vtu\\ < I ■ exp(ex(n -k)) • exp(-xk)\\vtu\\ < 21 ■ exp(ex(2n -k)) ■ exp(~xk)\\v\\, »¿/"Vil < I • exp(-/(zz -k))\\df-"vls\\ <l-exp(-x(n-k))\\df-nvtu\\ < 2/ -txp(exn)-exp(-xn)\\v\\.
Combining these, we can get, for 0 < k < n , \\df-kvt\\<4li-txp(2exn)Qxp(-xk)\\v\\ and, for 0 < k, (a) exp(-K -6eX) < ll^/(")ll'z,"+1/ll"ll'z,n < exp(-(l -8e)*) for every u e df"(Esz) and exp((l -Se)x) < \\df(v)\\'Z!n+x/\\v\\'zn < (K + 6eX) for every v e <//"((£*)"*"). Let us prepare some facts from the invariant manifold theory. Let E be a Euclidian space such that dim is = dim M. The corresponding inner product and norm, we denote by (•, •) and || • ||. We fix an orthogonal decomposition E = Es © E" with dim^ = zc, and setBJ(r) = {v e EJ\ \\v\\ < r} (j = s, u) and B(r) = Bs(r) x Bu(r) c E. Let D2(B(r),E) be the set of See [HPS] for (PI) , (P2), (P3) and we refer [M, III.3 
, Lemma 3.2] for (P4).
For this 'V, we can find a positive number DQ such that, if hx e D (B(k) , E) and h2,h3e D2(B(2), E) satisfy \\hx-id\\C2<D0, \\h3 -id||C2 < D0 and \\h2-h\\ci < D0 2 _i for some /i ë 1(2) (||-|lc2 denotes the C norm), then hx oh2 °A3|B,,, G Tf.
Let us fix families of metrics (•, -)'x and (•, -)'z n which we constructed for D = DQ in Propositions 6 and 7. Then, from the choice of D0 and properties (P1)-(P3), we can get the following proposition.
Proposition 8 (Pesin's stable manifold theorem). A. There exist families of Cl embedded disks V¿(z) (zeT) with the following properties: (1) z g V¿{z) and TzV°(z) = Ez, (2) ozz each Y¡ (/ > 1), Vr(z) depends on z continuously in the C sense, (3) "limsupl,^00(l/rt)log d(fw , f"y) < -(1/3)* for w, ye V£(z).
B. There exists families of C embedded disks V^(x) and V£(x) (x e A) with the following properties:
(1) {x} = Vl(x)nV¿(x) and TxV^x) = E]x (j = s, u), (2) on each A¡ (I > I), V^(x) and v£(x) depend on x continuously in the C sense, (3) limsupn^(l/n)log d(f"w, fy) < -(1/3)* for w, y e VsK(x) and limsup^^l / n)lo% d(f~" w , f~ny) < -(1/3)* for w, ye V£(x).
Remark. The properties A(2) and B(2) are the consequences of the uniform convergence in (P2).
Before closing this section we prove Proposition 9. If the Lyapunov exponents X¡(y), i = 1,2,..., dimAf at a point y e3i satisfies Xx(y)<---< Xk(y) <-(l4e)-1* < 0 < (1 -4e)"1* < Xk+X(y) < ■■■<hïmM(y)> then y is contained in Ws(Al) for some large / > 1.
Proof. From Proposition 3, there exists /" > 1 such that y G f,» . This implies p (Y¡,i) > 0. On the other hand, by Oseledec's theorem and Lemma 2, we have p (A) = 1. Therefore we can find a point x in Y¡n n A such that a subsequence {/ y e r^}^, converges toward x. Since the embedded disks Vy(x) and V^(x) intersect transversally at x, from Proposition 8 A(2), we can find j e Z+ such that V£(x) and V¿(f"^'y) intersect transversally at a point z. Put Esz = TzV¿(fnU)y) and E" = TzV^(x). Since z G FA"(x) and z G V¿(fn^y), we can find a constant /' > 1 such that, for m e Z+ , zz G Z+ and for u e df~m(Esz) and v e df~m(Euz), \\dfnu\\ < /'exp(e*zrz)exp(-*zz)||w||, \\df"v\\ > (/'exp(e*zn))_ exp(*n)||rz|| and (angle between df (Ez) and df m(E")) > (I exp(e*zn))
Since z G V¿(fnU'y), the point z is regular for p . Applying the same procedure which we have used in the proof of Proposition 3 to the decomposition Tz M = Esz © E" , we can see that the point z is contained in A, for some large /. (Remark that we know, from (4), pJ(n) < /' • exp(e*|zz|) for zz < 0 in this case.) Therefore we have y £ Ws(f~"U)z) c ^(A,). □
Construction of ergodic Sinai measures
Except the last part of this section where we prove the main results, we fix the number 0 < * < 10~ and k e Z+ and use the notations in §3. In this section, we denote, by || • ||^., the metric on A which we constructed for D = D0 in Proposition 6. At each point x G A, we fix an isometric linear map tx:(E,\\.\\)^(TxM,\\. \\'x) which takes Es and Eu to E"x and E", respectively. Let us consider a countable subset Q of the set 'W = {(x, k) e A x Z+|x G A , .,} satisfying, for every n eZ+, (5) #{(x,zc)Gfi|zc = zz}<oo.
The "transition matrix" for Q, Aa = {a r} re£J, is defined in the following way: for q = (x, n) and r = (y, m), a = 1 if |zz -m\ < 1 and fq,r -Xy ' ° eXPy ' °f°^Px °^x '■ E / E is defined on B(l) and f r\B{X) e W, a = 0 otherwise.
The corresponding symbolic dynamics is y/ : XQ -> Xn :
Then we can define, for a e Xn (er (0) (2) foQ = eo¥, is an isometric linear map which takes Es and Eu to Esx and E" , respectively. If we choose a neighborhood U n c U1 of y in Ae , ., sufficiently small, then we have IKVw ° exp^' oexpy °xy -id)\B(K)Wc2 Z D0
for every w e Uy n, and Uy n c expyory (B(l) ). Take such U n for every y G Aexp(£;(n) and every zz G Z+ . Since A , , is a compact set, we can choose a finite subset Q" of Aexp(£;(n) so that {Up n\p e CIJ covers Aexp(£;fn). Put Q = U"(^" x {"}) c ^ . We prove that this set Q has the property (7). For a point z G A, choose rj(zrz) = (p(m), n(m)) e Q for m e Z so that exp{e* • (n(m) -1)} < l(fmz) < exp{e* • zz(zrz)} and fm(z) g Up{m)Mm). Sincê These properties are called 'absolute continuity of the family of stable manifolds' and, for the proof, we refer [PS] and [KS] . (The original proof is contained in [PI] .) Now let us construct ergodic Sinai measures. We fix p e Í2 for which VXoc(l! ) has positive Lebesgue measure. Since l! ^ 0, we can find an element pel! suchthat y'(p) = p for some i'eN. Obviously, &(p) is a hyperbolic periodic point.' Let us denote, by X0, the Riemannian volume on Vx"c(p) induced by the norm || • ||. By Fubini's theorem and Lemma 12, we have w»^KdK))>0-Put OkiP = {a e l!p\a(-i -k) = p(-i) for every i > 0} for k e Z+. Then, since \Jae% p V£.{o) c fk(VXoz(p)), we can find a finite subset <tik p of <&kp such that UCT(E0 K0Áa) is tne disJomt union of {v\lc(a)\a e ®'k p) ■ We set n-\ »n = ^/n)¿~2^°eX^xOTx)Mo) fc=0 and B-l "" = (!/«)£ E ((/J:°exPxoTfc)*^o)li;>))-
Then we can find a subsequence {«C/)}°li such that /in(j) and 1/.« converge to some measures p and z> in weak topology, respectively. Obviously, pp is /-invariant and v is absolutely continuous to pp . Since V^JJ.) is a compact set, we have supp(z/p) c ^(2p).
Lemma 13. ^(»£(1,)) > 0. These imply the conclusion. D
The above lemma implies that there exists an ergodic component p of p , to which v is absolutely continuous.
Definition [L] . A measure p is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to unstable foliation if, for every measurable partition £, such that the elements satisfy /¿-almost everywhere, CJx) c Wu(x) and pw-,x)(CAx)) > 0, the family of conditional measures mx on C*(x) has the following property: mx is absolutely continuous with respect to pw»,x, /¿-almost everywhere. (C«(x) denote the element of £ which contains x and PW»,X) denote the Lebesgue measure on Wu(x) = {y e M|limsupf!^oo(l/zz)log d(f~nx, f~"y) < 0} .)
Remark. For an ergodic measure p whose exponents Xt(p) satisfy Xx(p)< X2(p) <---<Xk(p)<-(l+e)x<0<(l+e)x <4+1(/i)<---<AdimA/(/j), Vu(x) and Wu(x) coincide almost everywhere. (See Lemma 10(3) and remark that we can take the number e arbitrary small.) Therefore, we can replace the word 'Wu(xY by ' F"(x)' in the above definition.
